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Reducing M&A risks in relation to national security reviews:
Ring-fencing as a potential solution
By Markus Hauptmann, Dr. Tobias A. Heinrich and Farhad Jalinous

N

ational security reviews have
become particularly significant
for cross-border M&A transactions, especially between China, the US
and the EU. Some consider such reviews
to be the “new merger control,” adding
a further layer of complexity to M&A
transactions and increasing potential
uncertainties and risks to be considered when structuring a transaction.
United States
In the US, the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS)
reviews “covered” transactions involving
US businesses for potential national security threats. Although the CFIUS review
process is ostensibly voluntary, CFIUS can
“invite” the parties to a transaction of interest to file or initiate reviews directly. The
process consists of a draft “prefiling” that
typically takes several weeks and allows
CFIUS staff to provide initial feedback on
a filing. This comprises an initial 30-calendar-day review period, a potential additional 45-calendar-day investigation phase
and, in rare instances, a 15-calendar-day
presidential review period. If there are na-

tional security concerns, CFIUS can impose
mitigation requirements, recommend the
parties abandon the deal, or refer the case
to the president with a recommendation
to block the transaction.
China
Cases in which Chinese deals were prohibited or canceled by CFIUS have included
acquisitions of US (affiliated) companies in
close physical proximity to sensitive military installations, those that are part of US
critical infrastructure, and those involving
technology with both military and civilian
applications. While CFIUS’s scope is legally
limited to national security only, the term
is not defined by law and CFIUS tends to
interpret its jurisdiction broadly. There is
also a chance of tougher scrutiny under
the new US administration, making the
CFIUS process more aggressive and possibly extending its reach beyond national
security concerns.
European Union
The EU does not have a supranational
framework for reviewing foreign invest-

M&A transactions between China and the US – ring-fence provisions might be useful.
© ByoungJoo/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

ment and approaches vary greatly among
Member States. Germany generally offers
a liberal investment climate and limited
restrictions on foreign investments.
However, there is growing scrutiny by the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium für
Wirtschaft und Energie, BMWi) of acquisitions by investors that are not members

of the EU or EFTA. This may be seen as
a response to another peak of Chinese
M&A activity in Germany that occurred
in 2016 and a lack of reciprocity seen by
German government officials. Pending
further changes in the current legislative
environment, so far, only very few decisions were actually blocked by the BMWi,
–>
based on an actual and sufficiently
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serious threat to public order or security
in Germany.
National security reviews and practical
consequences
A national security review has the potential to drastically change the nature
of an M&A transaction or even derail
it completely. Its outcome can include
an actual or de facto prohibition of the
transaction or conditions or mitigation
measures imposed on the target and/or
the acquirer, including divestiture of the
target’s sensitive assets.
These risks should be addressed by
incorporating protection against national
security reviews in a transaction. Parties
should consider the statutory review
period will only begin once the submission for such a review has been formally
accepted by the relevant authority (understanding that, in practice, securing
such formal acceptance requires preparation and often prior coordination with
the relevant authority, which can cause
delays). The overall timeline for national
security reviews may vary significantly
and depends on the applicable phases of
the given process. If clearance cannot be
obtained prior to the transaction deadline – the end (or long-stop) date – or, in
the case of a public tender offer, prior to

the expiration of the acceptance period or
the date on which shareholder withdrawal rights come into effect, the parties risk
a failed transaction.
While the absence of a prohibition on the
proposed transaction by a governmental
authority is a customary condition precedent (CP) for any transaction, an acquirer
would typically also want to specify in the
transaction agreement the circumstances
relating to the regulatory review process
under which it would not be required to
consummate the proposed transaction.
The acquirer’s perspective
From the acquirer’s perspective, CPs and
covenants relating to the regulatory review process serve to protect the acquirer
from having to consummate the transaction under circumstances in which the
government has imposed regulatory conditions or mitigation measures that would
change the nature of or the business
rationale behind the proposed transaction.
Depending on market practices in the relevant jurisdiction, the contract provisions
intended to protect the acquirer from
these risks may take the form of regulatory
material adverse change clauses (regulatory MACs) and/or covenants that specify
the level of effort that the acquirer must
expend in order to obtain the necessary

regulatory approval. These types of provisions are designed to share the regulatory
risk between the target company and the
acquirer and often provide for quantifiable
thresholds (e.g., based on the target’s consolidated sales and/or revenues) relating
to the government-imposed regulatory
conditions or mitigation measures that,
if exceeded, would allow the acquirer to
abandon the deal (either outright or after
payment of a penalty in the form of a
reverse breakup fee).
In the case of public tender offers
conditioned on the absence of a regulatory MAC, such CPs are allowed in many
jurisdictions only if the regulatory MAC
provision is sufficiently precise and can be
assessed by an independent expert.
As for covenants related to the level
of efforts the acquirer must expend in
order to obtain the necessary regulatory
approvals, the obligation imposed on the
acquirer may range from hell-or-highwater clauses, which require the buyer to
take all requisite action to obtain regulatory approval, to provisions that expressly
state the acquirer will not be obligated to
agree to any government-imposed conditions and mitigation measures. This gives
the acquirer the option of either complying with any governmental requirements
or abandoning the transaction.

Such CPs and covenants are often
accompanied by reverse breakup fee
arrangements designed to allocate
certain financial risk to the acquirer if
the transaction is not consummated for
regulatory reasons. While most investors
are accustomed to the concept of reverse
breakup fee arrangements, the risk that
such arrangements will be triggered increases as thresholds for national security
reviews and intervention sink worldwide.
Ring-fencing provisions
A recent trend in dealing with anticipated
national security reviews is to add ringfence provisions to the transaction agreement. These provisions limit the acquirer’s ability to either control or gain access
to certain specified aspects of the target’s
business, assets or operations. These
provisions are a form of self-regulation by
the transaction parties to preemptively
address and alleviate the likely national
security concerns of the relevant authority regarding the particular transaction.
The measures can include management’s
oversight duties to protect the target’s
intellectual property and know-how,
mandatory physical restrictions, cyber
security plans or auditing processes. In
fact, ring-fencing measures may also
be imposed contractually by customers
–>
voicing their concerns in the event
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of a major transaction affecting their
supplier. Ring-fence arrangements may,
therefore, serve a number of purposes
and help reconcile the interests of
numerous stakeholders (including,
in some cases, political interests) if a
transformational transaction is being
considered. <–
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Avoiding red tape
The ins and outs of M&As in China: Considerations when drafting contracts
By Dr. Ulrike Glück

F

oreign companies wanting to
invest in China may either embark
on a greenfield investment or
acquire an existing Chinese company
(M&A project). As is the case in other jurisdictions, China also has extensive laws
and regulations governing acquisitions.
The basic principles are identical. In M&A
projects, the parties involved can opt
for either a share deal or an asset deal.
Key features
Foreign investors must be aware of
certain specific provisos that they should
take into consideration when planning
deals in China:
Unlike in Western countries, China has
special regulations that only apply to the
acquisition of domestic companies by
foreign investors. These special regulations not only influence the regulatory
procedures for an acquisition, they also
impact the range of possibilities available
for the deal structure and the content of
contract clauses.

As a matter of principle, foreign investment in China is subject to approval and
is not possible in all industry sectors.
The permissibility and form of foreign
investment are subject to the Regulations on Foreign Investment Guidelines
as well as the Guideline Catalogue of
Foreign Investment Industries (Guideline Catalogue). The latest version of the
Guideline Catalogue came into effect in
2015. An updated draft version was issued
in December 2016 and is expected to be
enacted soon.
The abovementioned regulations also allocate industrial sectors to the following
four categories: encouraged, permitted,
restricted and prohibited. The Guideline
Catalogue also stipulates whether all
the shares in a company in a particular
industry sector may be held by foreign
shareholders (wholly foreign-owned
enterprises, or WFOEs), whether only joint
ventures can be established, and whether
only Chinese-majority shareholding is
permitted. The restrictions stipulated in
the Guideline Catalogue apply to both
–>
greenfield investments and M&A

China has extensive laws and regulations governing acquisitions.
© SigridKlop/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images
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projects. If only joint ventures are allowed
in a particular industry sector, it is not
possible for foreign investors to acquire
all the shares in a domestic Chinese
company.
Access to the market has improved
greatly over the last decade, but there are
still restrictions in place in more sensitive sectors such as telecommunications,
energy and primary education.
As mentioned previously, all foreign
investment in China is subject to approval and registration. Partial reform in
October 2016 reduced some of the red
tape for greenfield investments made
by foreign investors and for corporate
changes to existing foreign invested enterprises (FIEs), including share transfers
in FIEs that do not fall into the so-called
Negative List. For projects such as these,
approval procedures have been replaced
by recording procedures. The Negative
List corresponds with the restricted
and prohibited categories under the
Guideline Catalogue as well as projects
in the Guideline Catalogue that are
encouraged but are subject to shareholding ratio restrictions. Unfortunately,
however, the reform did not apply to the
acquisition of domestic companies by
foreign investors. This remains subject to
approval.

Importance of the investment vehicle
When acquiring shares or assets, foreign
investors may select from three types
of investment vehicles to make their
purchase:
•	Option 1: a foreign company
•	Option 2: a foreign-invested holding
company incorporated in China
•	Option 3: another FIE already established in China that is not a foreigninvested holding company, but rather
a production and/or trading or service
company
Legally speaking, foreign-invested holding
companies established in China are also
FIEs and both are legal entities under Chinese law. Despite this, however, foreigninvested holding companies are subject
to the same special laws and regulations
as foreign investors when acquiring domestic Chinese companies. Therefore, the
restrictions laid down by the Guideline
Catalogue must be taken into consideration even with Option 2. Further, both
Option 1 and Option 2 are subject to the
Provisions on Merger and Acquisition of
Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors
(M&A Provisions) which stipulate that
both share deals and asset deals are subject to approval and registration by the
Authorities of Commerce under the PRC

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM). The
M&A Provisions state that the provincial
authorities of commerce are in charge,
but the power to approve has in effect
been largely delegated to the Authorities
of Commerce at the city or district level.
Likewise, the Administrations for Industry
and Commerce (AIC), again at the city or
district level, are in charge of registration.

enterprises. Since 2014 in the Chinese
free trade zones and June 2015 throughout China, the situation has improved
due to the relaxation of the relevant
foreign-exchange control regulations.
Today, all FIEs may use their foreignexchange registered capital or the RMB
converted from their registered capital
to make equity investments.

According to the M&A Provisions, share
purchase agreements and asset purchase
agreements only become effective once
approved. They are mandatorily subject to
Chinese law.

Less red tape is not the only advantage of
Option 3: It also offers more flexibility for
deal structuring and contractual agreements than Options 1 and 2.

Option 3 is more flexible and involves
considerably less red tape. Share transfers do not require approval from the
Authority of Commerce; they just have
to be registered with the competent
AIC. Prior to June 2015, it was difficult
for foreign investors to use any FIE other
than a holding company as an investment vehicle. This is because existing
FIEs could only use their own profits or
cash flow to finance the acquisition,
and these were often not sufficient for
larger acquisitions. FIEs were not allowed to use their registered capital for
equity investment. The use of loans was
theoretically possible, but only in the
form of M&A loans that, in practice, are
only granted to domestic state-owned

Contract clauses
As is the case elsewhere, share-purchase
or asset-purchase agreements in China
also have to include the following minimum information: names and addresses
of the parties to the contract, object of
the agreement (the shares or assets to
be transferred), purchase price and taxes,
closing conditions, closing and closing
date, covenants of the seller and the
target between signing and closing, representations and warranties of the seller,
liability for breach of contract, governing
law and dispute resolution.
However, some clauses and structures
that are standard or common in Western
countries are less common in China. –>
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In Options 1 and 2, some of these clauses
and structures are not even possible due
to regulatory restrictions. This applies,
in particular, to earn-out clauses as well
as for clauses providing for a flexible
purchase price or a purchase-price adjustment.

difficulties for flexible purchase prices or
purchase-price adjustments.

In general, purchase prices are subject to the agreement of the parties.
An exception to this is if the seller is a
state-owned enterprise, in which case
the shares or assets constitute stateowned assets. They must be specifically
appraised and the appraisal is then
subject to approval by or registration
with the state-owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission. The
purchase price may not be lower than
90% of the appraised value and the sale
must be made by public tender through
the Equity Change Center.

According to the M&A Provisions, the full
purchase price for the shares or assets
must be paid within three months of
registering the transfer with the AIC. If
approved by the Authority of Commerce,
payment in installments is permitted,
with the first installment constituting at
least 60% of the total purchase price and
paid within six months of registration.
The remaining purchase price must be
paid within one year of registration. Earnout clauses usually cover a term of two to
three years. Due to the abovementioned
regulatory restrictions for projects subject
to the M&A Provisions straightforward
earn-out clauses are not possible. The
parties concerned generally try to achieve
the same result by means of consulting
or service contracts.

Acquisitions subject to the M&A Provisions must go through an approval procedure. In practice, many Authorities of
Commerce insist that the contract states
a fixed purchase price. Acquisitions by
foreign investors must also be registered
with the competent State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). Even
if the approval authority is flexible, the
purchase price must be fixed prior to
registration with the SAFE. This poses

Option 3 is the most flexible one. Since
acquisitions through an FIE are not subject to the M&A Provisions, they are also
not subject to the corresponding regulatory restraints. If shares in a domestic
Chinese company are bought by an FIE,
flexible purchase-price clauses and price
adjustments as well as earn-out clauses
are possible. An asset deal entails even
less red tape because the asset transfer agreement need not be registered

with Chinese authorities. Exemptions
do exist however for assets such as real
estate and intellectual property rights,
whose transfer must be registered with
the competent authorities. In order to
take effect in rem. This would be the real
estate authority for the transfer of real
estate, the Intellectual Property Office
for the transfer of patents, and the State
Trademark Office for the transfer of
trademarks.
Conclusion
Foreign investors seeking to acquire
domestic Chinese companies should
be aware of certain Chinese regulatory
characteristics. Using the most appropriate investment vehicle is essential for
governmental procedures and flexibility
in structuring deals. Using an existing FIE
as the buyer can significantly reduce red
tape and increase flexibility for contractual agreements. <–
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Scaling up: Scale replaces Entry Standard
Frankfurt Stock Exchange: New segment launched
By Norman Wasse, LL.M.

T

he race is on! On March 1,
2017, the new Scale segment
was introduced on the German Stock Exchange. It replaces Entry
Standard, which had been in place
since 2005 but had fallen into disrepute
recently. There had been a number of
irregularities of late, especially in the
field of mid-tier bonds. These include
losses of up to 20% as in the case of
the German wooden pellet producer,
German Pellets. Low transparency
requirements appeared to be to blame
for such irregularities and this new
standard aims to strengthen investors’ confidence in the Open Market.
Regulated Market vs. Open Market
The German stock market comprises two
markets: the Regulated Market and the
Open Market. The Regulated Market at
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange consists of
General Standard and Prime Standard.
Both are heavily regulated. To be listed
on the Regulated Market, companies
must meet strict requirements such as
having prepared an IPO prospectus and

On March 1, 2017, the new Scale segment was introduced on the German Stock Exchange.
© bluesign/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

offering a minimum number of shares.
This is different from the Open Market,
which is not officially regulated. The
Open Market is governed by private law
under the aegis of the German Stock
Exchange. Companies whose shares are
admitted to trading on the Open Market are not deemed “listed” companies

under German corporate law, therefore
admission and listing requirements for
the Open Market are less challenging
(i.e., no need for an IPO prospectus or
analysis of shares and bonds issued).
This lower threshold eases access to the
capital market for small and mediumsized enterprises. As a result, Scale is still

a segment of the Open Market but with
tighter transparency rules.
Scale replaces Entry Standard
Because of the aforementioned problems
with Entry Standard companies, the Ger–>
man Stock Exchange has replaced
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it with the Scale segment effective as of
March 1, 2017. This segment enables small
and medium-sized companies to seek out
investors for growth finance. However,
not every company that was included in
Entry Standard has been automatically
transferred to Scale. To avoid further
difficulties, there are stricter admission
requirements for Scale. Entry Standard
merely required a formal application for
admission and a short exposé, whereas
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange has introduced five new admission criteria for
Scale, of which at least three must be
met:
• Annual turnover of 110 million
• At least 20 employees
• Positive annual net profit
• Positive equity capital
•	A minimum of 15 million equity
capital
Stricter subsequent obligations
Obligations and transparency requirements following admission have also
increased. A cooperation with a Frankfurt
Stock Exchange Capital Market Partner –
financial institutions, law firms, auditors
and investor-relations consultants – is
mandatory. These firms are nominated
by the Frankfurt Stock Exchange on
the basis of certain criteria: They must

have several years’ relevant professional
experience and a minimum number of
previous issues. Currently, more than
50 such partners have been appointed,
including Baader Bank, Berenberg and
equinet Bank. They will help issuers
gather the relevant information, conduct
due diligence, and, after admission, help
companies meet the more stringent
transparency standards. Companies will
also be given support to fulfill regular
reporting requirements in the form of
annual and semiannual reports. Finally,
Scale companies will have to fully comply
with Market Abuse Regulations, including
such obligations as the duty to publish ad
hoc announcements.
Analysis requirements and increased
costs
In the future, the Frankfurt Stock Exchange will assign analysts to prepare
the mandatory analysis of the listed
companies in an attempt to improve
transparency. The Exchange will bear the
costs for this analysis, reducing conflicts
of interest to a minimum. The analysis
will be conducted alongside the IPO and
take the form of an initial report that will
be regularly updated thereafter. Companies will be free to commission further
analyses at their own expense. Quotation
fees are expected to rise following the in-

troduction of the new standards. Indeed,
it is estimated that the cost may double
from 150,000 to 1100,000.
Optimistic start
When trading began on March 1, 2017, 43
companies with 37 shares and nine bonds
shifted to the new segment, among them
Beta Systems Software, Corestate Capital
Holding and Scherzer. This number has
since increased and more companies are
predicted to follow. Companies that were
listed in the Entry Standard and have not
applied to transfer are now trading in the
Basic Board of the Open Market.
In March, Deutsche Börse further added
the Scale All Share Index to the indices it
offers. It tracks the performance of the
Scale segment as a whole and the overall
share performance of all companies listed
in the segment.
As the first IPO in Scale, research and production service provider IBU-tec advanced
materials AG was listed at the end of
March 2017, with a placement volume of
around 120 million.
Outlook
The stricter requirements in the new segment have been welcomed. The Frankfurt

Stock Exchange hopes to regain trust in
the market and avoid high default rates.
It remains to be seen whether the new
regulations will meet these expectations,
especially given that only three out of
the five criteria have to be fulfilled, a very
low threshold that does not prove the
integrity or success of the issuer. Furthermore, the Frankfurt Stock Exchange was
often criticized for its failure to improve
liquidity in the Entry Standard and it is
unclear whether that will change under
the Scale regulations. We also await the
reaction of shareholders in companies
that do not fulfill the requirements for
Scale to meet stricter requirements in the
traditionally less-regulated Open Market.
All of this, combined with recent case law
laid down by the Federal Supreme Court,
means that gradual withdrawal from
the German Stock Exchange may now be
possible. <–
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Getting closer to the starting line
An update on the Unified Patent Court
By Dr. Claudia Milbradt and Anja Schwarz

P

reparations for the Unified Patent Court (UPC) are in their final
throes, with the UPC expected
to become operational on December
1, 2017. However, there is a chance this
deadline will be delayed following the
announcement of a UK general election to be held in June that could delay the UK’s ratification of the UPC.
The UPC Agreement is intended to address several problems that arise when
enforcing or seeking the revocation of a
European patent across multiple jurisdictions. Specifically, these problems include
high costs, the risk of diverging decisions
and a lack of legal certainty.
The UPC aims to solve these problems by
creating a specialized patent court with
exclusive jurisdiction over litigation relating to European patents and European
patents with unitary effect (unitary patents). The court will hear cases regarding
infringement and revocation proceedings
for both unitary patents and European
patents.

The central division will be in Paris with
subdivisions in London (specializing in
chemistry cases, including pharmaceuticals) and Munich (specializing in mechanical-engineering cases). Local divisions
are planned for Germany in Düsseldorf,
Mannheim and Hamburg. The UPC Court
of Appeal will be in Luxembourg.

European patents wait for the UPC.
© Kagenmi/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

Current status
Over the last six years, immense political
progress has been made toward establishing agreement to implement the unitary patent and the UPC. In 2016, however,
Brexit threatened to derail that progress.
In order to establish the new system, the
UK, along with Germany and France (the
EU Member States with the most patent
applications), must ratify the UPC Agreement. Ratification requires acceptance
of the supremacy of the European Union
Court of Justice as the highest authority,
hence the view that Brexit would prevent
the UK’s ratification and undo the negotiated agreement. Surprisingly, UK Minister
of State for Intellectual Property Lucy
Neville-Rolfe announced on November

28, 2016, that the UK would still ratify the
UPC Agreement, paving the way for the
UPC. The German Bundestag has also
recently passed two laws to enable the
UPC to become a reality. However, the
recent announcement that a general
election will be held in the UK will most
likely delay the UK’s ratification of the
UPC Agreement, which will make it difficult for the UPC to become operational
by December 2017.
Sunrise period
September 1, 2017, will mark the beginning of the sunrise period, which gives
current owners and applicants for traditional European patents a minimum of

three months to decide if they want to
opt out their European patents from the
UPC before the courts become operational.
After this phase, patent holders will have
a transitional period of seven years to
decide whether to stay in the UPC or opt
out (except in instances where an invalidity action has already been filed with the
UPC). Unless the patent in question is
involved in a dispute, the decision to opt
out may be withdrawn at any time and
the traditional European patent may be
placed back in the UPC system.

–>
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Opting out
A decision to opt-out must be filed by
the actual proprietor (regardless of the
party that registered it). It involves a
simple electronic filing procedure using
the UPC Case Management System and
is not subject to any administrative costs.
Coapplicants and coproprietors must act
together. All valid opt-out actions filed
during the sunrise period are considered
registered the day the UPC Agreement
comes into force.
The advantages of opting out include
avoiding the risk of a central attack –
although one single cancellation request
invalidates a unitary patent in all countries the patent enjoys protection – and
litigation on a court-by-court basis in different jurisdictions where there is a preference for a well-known national court
over an unknown UPC panel. If litigation
takes place in one country alone, it might
be less costly and sufficient to settle the
dispute.
On the other hand, it might be advantageous to have a single court with
jurisdiction for the whole territory where
the European patent is valid. Enforcement
might be simpler within the new European patent system.

learly, patent owners will need to assess
the decision to opt out of the UPC on a
case-by-case basis.
Forum shopping
Introduction of the UPC provides a choice
of different courts: national courts or
the UPC. National courts are primarily
concerned with national patents, while
the UPC will handle unitary patents. The
UPC will also handle traditional European
patents following a transitional period of
seven years during which infringement
and revocation actions for traditional European patents may also be brought before
national courts. The current legal situation allows patent applicants to choose
between the two court systems on a caseby-case basis for actions concerning the
same patent. The lis pendens rules state
that choosing the UPC first blocks national
courts, whereas choosing the national
courts first limits the authority of the
UPC. This means that compared with the
current system, the UPC Agreement offers
more opportunities for forum shopping.
Possible strategies
In view of all advantages and disadvantages of the UPC, each patentee should
consider which cross-border strategy is
most suitable for him or her to adopt. With

regard to national patents, a national application is advantageous if the patent is
needed only in certain jurisdictions. In this
case, conversion to a utility model is possible, no double-patenting issues exist, and
the patent can be used to prevent others
from being granted a unitary patent. A disadvantage might be the need to translate
applications in different jurisdictions into
different languages.
If patent protection is needed throughout
Europe but the patentee does not want
to litigate in various jurisdictions or if the
location of the future market is unclear,
a unitary patent is recommended as it
would be valid for all participating European countries. The risk of a central attack
against the patent does, however, remain.
For traditional European patents, it might
be advisable to choose the jurisdiction of
the UPC with enforcement throughout
Europe. At the same time, however, a risk
exists that the patent could be revoked
for the whole of Europe following a single
decision.
The possibility of opting out must also be
considered. It is a useful tool if the validity
of a patent is uncertain, and it has the
clear advantage that there is no risk of a
central attack. Having said this, however,
the patent applicant must decide if he or

she is willing to litigate in various jurisdictions.
Concluding remarks
•	It is expected that the UPC will become operational on December 1 2017,
but further delays are still possible.
•	The sunrise period could be useful for
the undecided as it gives them time
to think about whether to opt out or
not.
•	Opting out should be decided on a
case-by-case basis.
•	Forum shopping should be considered and may also prove to be a
useful tool <–
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Foul play by illegal state aid?
A sword of Damocles: Public financing of professional sports
By Guido Kleve

T

he European Commission has
recently investigated state-aid
procedures concerning seven
Spanish and five Dutch football clubs.
The most prominent cases concern Real
Madrid, FC Barcelona, PSV Eindhoven
and FC Valencia. This heralds the advent
of highly political state-aid procedures
that extend far beyond just the world of
football. Financial benefits or any privileges extended to professional sports
organizations could be classified as illegal
state aid and, as a result, could prove to
pose a material risk to sports clubs. For
this reason, stakeholders need to thoroughly review the implications of state
aid, as it has become quite an effective
instrument of European competition
law. Maintaining a level playing field is
not only guaranteed and supervised by
internal sports competition rules but
also highly influenced by European law.
Tax benefits as illegal state aid?
All the clubs mentioned have allegedly
profited from a range of state benefits.
Four Spanish clubs were, for instance,

granted tax privileges in connection with
corporate taxes (EU Commission Decision
2016/2391). The clubs concerned were in
fact classified as nonprofit organizations
by the respective authorities. This classification resulted in a lower tax burden
on profits compared with other clubs
in Spain, which had to become limited
companies. In terms of nonprofit organizations having less access to the capital
markets, the inability to sell shares on
these capital markets, for instance, does
not justify different treatment of the
taxable profits for certain football clubs.
Once again, the European Commission
had found that tax rulings may breach
EU state-aid rules because a lower tax
rate leads to lower revenues for the state
and, therefore, constitutes an advantage
derived from state resources. In this
regard, these cases are reminiscent of the
Commission’s high-profile procedures
concerning potential tax benefits in the
billions for international companies (e.g.
the alleged aid to Apple, SA.38373).
There is a good reason to draw a parallel
with transnational companies. The Com-

Maintaining a level playing field is highly influenced by European law. .
© Janetzko/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

mission considers professional football
to be an economic activity. This is due to
the high revenues it generates in various economic sectors, such as advertising, the selling of television rights and
player transfers. The sources of revenue
are linked to the teams’ performance
in competitions like the UEFA Champi-

ons League, and the success of a team
depends in turn very much on expenditures made on players and coaches. This
creates competition among the clubs
that could be distorted by state aid. This
view is similar to the UEFA Financial Fair
Play approach illustrated by the
–>
joint statement of UEFA and the
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European Commission that the FFP rules
are “consistent with the aims and objectives of European Union policy in the
field of state aid” (European Commission, paragraph seven of a joint statement issued on March 21, 2012). Both
approaches are aimed at fair competition between financially independent
football clubs. The four Spanish clubs
were obliged to repay amounts totaling tens of millions of euros. Even if the
actions brought by the Spanish clubs
against the Commission’s decisions are
still current and have to be carefully
analyzed, they already reflect that the
Commission is serious about this matter
and shows the yellow card to the public
financing of professional football clubs.
Spain has already adjusted its legislation on corporate taxation to end the
discriminatory treatment. This again
shows the political effect of European
state-aid rules and their enforcement
by the Commission. Sports clubs can
no longer rely on the goodwill of the
municipalities and must instead look to
realistic financing for projects. Although
state-aid law has barely played any role
in professional sports up to now, it has
become clear that Member States (and
their authorities) may not bestow any
economic advantages in this field either.
According to Article 107 of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union

(TFEU), state aid in any form whatsoever is incompatible with the internal
market if competition may be distorted
by favoring certain undertakings. Such
measures must be subject to (prior) approval by the Commission. Without such
approval for measures involving state
aid, these measures can be rendered
null and void.

>>

The current approach may
certainly pose an economic
threat to government-favored
professional sports clubs, and
the risk is not limited to football.

<<

State-aid law is a very popular and effective instrument for protecting fair
competition, including for competitors.
The Commission’s numerous investigation procedures in recent years have
impressively demonstrated this. Not only
traditional areas such as subsidies for
establishing businesses and state funding of infrastructure projects like seaports
and airports are affected. The Commission does not overlook any sector in its
investigations. Even the fiscal sovereignty

of Member States has now become the
focus of the Commission.
Interdisciplinary competition before the
European courts
The current approach may certainly pose
an economic threat to governmentfavored professional sports clubs, and
the risk is not limited to football. Other
professional sports such as handball, basketball, ice hockey, motor sports or golf
may also become the focus of state-aid
law. Clubs, shareholders and other stakeholders must ask themselves where they
could have received obvious or concealed
grants from public authorities.
Various professional sports can also be
involved in interdisciplinary competition
with regard to state aid. For example,
Spanish basketball teams have recently
appealed the European Commission’s
decision on reduced tax rates to support football clubs (Case T-845/16 QG vs.
Commission). They generally agree with
the European Commission’s decision
on the issue of tax privileges in favor
of four Spanish football clubs, but they
are concerned about the possibility of
consolidating the accounts of clubs that
participate in more than sport. Only
clubs that were able to participate in
professional competitions in different

sports were permitted to consolidate
their accounts with respect to football and basketball. The receipts from
football are, therefore, reduced by the
losses from basketball, which leads to
a reduced corporate tax burden. In the
opinion of the appealing basketball
clubs, this also constitutes an unfair advantage. The European courts will have
to consider this effect, too.
The different types of state aid
State-aid law goes far beyond typical and
formal subsidies under national law. It
may concern any kind of contractual service or exchange agreement with public
authorities. With regard to professional
sports clubs, this could entail tax benefits, advantageous property purchase
agreements, stadium financing or rent,
the use of municipal real estate or public
resources, or direct grants. In the case of
three Spanish football clubs from Valencia, the Commission investigated guarantees made by the state-owned Valencia
Institute of Finance (IVF). The Commission
decided that the clubs should pay back
the advantage they received in order to
restore a level playing field with nonsubsidized clubs (EU Commission Decision
2017/365). All three clubs have appealed
this decision.
–>
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As a result, the Damoclean state-aid
law hangs over all such measures. The
considerable popularity of sports does
not, in this respect, protect against European competition law. The measures
taken to promote fairness among the
clubs are now joined by the efforts of
the Commission as a further guard to
ensure economic protection against
distortions of competition.
What clubs and investors must be
aware of now
Professional sports clubs and operators must thoroughly review their
contractual relationship with public authorities, bearing in mind the
background of European state-aid law.
The risk of an aid procedure is high in
the case of non-notified support for
a sports club, since such proceedings
can also be triggered by complaints
from competitors, politicians and
even individual citizens (supporters).
Granting unlawful aid has crucial
consequences, as underlying contracts
can be rendered null and void. Not all
engagements of a public authority
could be seen as a fundamental win
for the sport. State-aid law is competition law and the Commission is
about to ensure that authorities do
not distort competition by selectively

favoring one market participant over
another. A level playing field is crucial
for clubs that have to operate without subsidies, therefore state-aid law
could also be seen as a tool for competitors or third parties to prevent an
authority’s engagement in sports. At
the end of the day, a sports infrastructure financed with unlawful state aid
is built on a fragile foundation. <–
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Creating compliance
Compliance and German Bar Associations: Modern governance required
By Dr. Sven-Joachim Otto

T

his paper looks at the need for
compliance in self-managed
organizations using the example
of a German Bar Association. It outlines
the legal obligations of the executive
committee and the executive board and
compares these with those in public
and private companies. It explains anticorruption and purchasing guidelines
in detail using a concrete example and
highlights the need for greater transparency in the board’s work. Ultimately,
it recommends the remuneration of
the executive committee and executive board members be made public.
Introduction
The issue of compliance in the private
sector has long been on the agenda
and is constantly evolving, but historically it has been less of an issue in the
public sector and in self-managed
organizations. As the PwC study “Public
Crime 2010” shows, this is not justified.
It concluded that nearly one in three
public authorities has been affected by
at least one criminal offense. In almost

There is an obvious need for a long-term, comprehensive and strategic approach to compliance.
© stanciuc/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

four-fifths of cases, an official or employee of an agency was involved, a very
significant figure in this context since
employees are exposed to bribery in
one in five agencies. There is an obvious

need for a long-term, comprehensive
and strategic approach to compliance.
In its discussion paper on the professional
ethics of German attorneys, the executive

committee of the German Federal Bar
Association (Bundesrechtsanwaltskammer, BRAK) stated, among other things,
that there was no independent ethical
obligation for large legal offices; but –>
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due to their size, special structures and
operational maxims, they did have to
comply with professional ethics by means
of additional organizational and administrative arrangements (compliance and
governance requirements).
Legal obligations of the executive committee and the executive board
As with a company, the executive committee and board of directors of a Bar
Association take responsibility for administration and organization. They must
ensure the association complies with its
obligations in accordance with the German Federal Lawyers’ Act (Bundesrechtsanwaltsordnung, BRAO), the German
Professional Code of Conduct for Lawyers
(Berufsordnung fuer Rechtsanwaelte,
BORA) and its own business, procedural
and compensation directives.
Management is also responsible for
setting up and adhering to a risk management policy and communicating it
to the board of managing directors and
the shareholders at the annual general
meeting. The association also needs to
implement effective measures to prevent
corruption (the four-eye-principle) and
ensure robust internal auditing. In the
case of transactions subject to approval,
the firm should ensure and document that

the executive committee has the consent
of the respective competent body in order
to avert conflicts of interest. Case law
lays down the principle of efficiency and
economy on the basis of budgetary law.
Because of their official status according to paragraph 11, No. 2, letter C of the
Penal Code, members of the executive
committee and the board of directors are
punishable under paragraph 331 (Benefit)
and paragraph 332 (Corruption) of the
Penal Code. With a view to protecting the
financial resources of the Bar Association,
paragraph 266 (Infidelity) of the Criminal
Code also applies.
Possible compliance measures and anticorruption policy
In general, it is advisable for Bar Associations to discuss the draft anti-corruption
directive and adopt it to the situation on
the ground. These directives often already
exist at the federal and state levels and
can be used as templates. In February
2017, the Board of the Düsseldorf Bar Association issued a directive on the prevention of corruption and infidelity.
There are also areas in Bar Associations
that are vulnerable to unlawful or unfair
influences, in particular when contracts
are awarded, decisions are made (with and

without discretion) by the issuing or no
issuing of notices (authorizations, revocations, etc.), control activities are carried out,
and assets are sold or acquired.
The directive of the Düsseldorf Bar Association provides clear instructions to
deal with conflicts of interest and with
protecting the financial resources of the
Association. It lays down thresholds for
accepting and giving gifts, for hospitality and for other benefits. The directive
excludes secondary activities of members
at member firms’ offices and provides
rules and regulations on participation in
professional events as well as on business
travel at the expense of the Association.
Purchasing and procurement guidelines
At this point, attention should also be
drawn to the possible implementation of
purchasing and procurement guidelines.
Studies show that in municipal procurement, enormous sums can be saved by
strategic purchasing. The purchasing
guidelines are used to establish binding
rules for the procurement of all goods
and services for the Association. These
rules reduce inefficient purchasing and
contribute to the efficient, sustainable
use of membership fees. They are intended to define clear roles and responsibilities, unify supplier selection, document

and improve procedures, and ensure process transparency. Purchasing guidelines
are generally addressed to the executive
committee, the executive board and all
employees of the respective Association.
They specify limits for signing authority
for regulations on framework contracts
and invitations to tender for contracts, for
appraisals, and for the selection of suppliers and service providers. In February
2017, the Düsseldorf Bar Association also
issued a purchasing guideline specifying
certain procurement procedures and a
strict four-eye-principle. Orders to law
firms are to be issued in the form of temporary framework agreements.
Other measures
Consulting practices advise municipal
companies to regularly introduce transparently and systematically documented
information requirements using internal
control systems. If necessary, a compliance officer or external ombudsperson
should be appointed as a comprehensive
contact for all employees. Special attention must also be given to the permanent
training of company staff.
Transparency of a Bar Association’s activities
–>
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The right of members of the Association to obtain information is important. As compulsory members, they
have a right to know what their contributions are used for. This also applies,
in particular, to questions relating to
the remuneration of the president, the
treasurer and other vice presidents; office expenses; the fees of other members of the management board and all
other members of the executive board
and the amount of compensation for
fee adjudicators and rapporteurs of the
conciliation department.
In the German state of North RhineWestphalia, for example, similar
obligations also apply to institutions
subject to public law that are directly
answerable to the state as well as
companies in the private sector in
cases where the state or municipalities have a direct or indirect majority
interest. They stipulate that the remuneration of the individual members of
management, the supervisory board,
the advisory board and similar bodies made on the basis of performance
and performance-related components
as well as components with a longterm incentive effect are disclosed
separately in the notes to the annual
financial statements. Bar Associations

could publish this information in their
annual report.
Conclusion
Recent professional policy discussions
have revealed functional shortcomings
in self-management that seem to stem
from overarching governance structures, too little transparency in executive and presidential activities, and
the absence of a return to the annual
general meeting as the democratic ruling entity. A modern governance structure, on the other hand, can improve
the transparency and efficiency of the
governing body, thereby strengthening self-administration and preventing
direct state supervision. Lean management structures at all levels also reduce
costs that must be borne by members’
compulsory contributions. <–
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